THE SOLUTION FOR SAFER SCHOOLS

- Students, Parents, Staff and Others Can All Communicate During a Crisis; Increasing Information and Reducing Confusion
- Clear, and Effective Communications Inside the School Building and To Outside Responders
- Students and Staff Can Report Suspicious Situations Immediately, preventing a possible crisis
- Communities Can Stand Up Against Criminals and Other Bad Actors

PRIVATE SAFETY NETWORK IN EVERY POCKET CAN SAVE LIVES!
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In today’s turbulent times school safety is even more important than before. Clear, efficient communications are essential for reporting and responding to incidents, and for building relationships between schools and police. Private Safety Network is a patented communications system designed specifically for safety. It is an ideal solution for schools and community policing.

Students, Parents, Staff and Others Can All Communicate During a Crisis; Increasing Information and Reducing Confusion

Clear, and Effective Communications Inside the School Building and To Outside Responders

Students and Staff Can Report Suspicious Situations Immediately, preventing a possible crisis

Private Safety Network (PSN) provides instant multi-directional information and communication that keeps people safe wherever they are. It can link networks with schools, fire departments, police, hospitals, and all are able to communicate instantly. It is quickly set up, cost effective, and extremely flexible in order to fit a multitude of needs. It instantly provides user locations, room statuses, and it can communicate with security systems (cameras, door locks, etc.) in addition to people. There is a control center to manage crisis events. PSN also provides an instant touch icon to send emergency alerts to everyone or to select groups.

“The ability to communicate quickly and effectively often is central to a successful response to an active shooter incident.” - Final report of the Federal Commission on School Safety

www.PrivateSafetyNetwork.com provides much more information, including a short video for a quick description, and other videos as well. PSN is also ideal for neighborhood watches, and we’ve provided some brief information about that. We welcome your input on how to provide PSN as a resource for our schools. We are most happy to answer any questions you have.
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